GLBT RELIGION & SPIRITUALITY - A SELECTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHY: 2016—PRESENT


Specifically excluded from the list of published resources are: novels and poetry; items written in languages other than English; brochures, study guides, and tracts; articles in periodicals; books exclusively addressing the spiritual dimensions of the AIDS epidemic or the experience of living with AIDS; doctrinal statements and position papers about gays and lesbians adopted by religious institutions; and blatantly homophobic treatments of the subject. Some of the books listed were produced by publishers affiliated with religious institutions, and many of the titles listed were not written by lesbians or gay men. Book titles are arranged alphabetically by title within the categories listed below. With a few exceptions, titles are listed in only one of the categories. Because not every title was examined, some titles may be inappropriately categorized, or could be categorized differently.

Note: Electronic books are not included. Printed items of less than 100 pages are counted as pamphlets or booklets, and are, generally, not included. A select few of these short items are included and the number of pages is indicated.

A book is available from major booksellers when it is added to the list. Some included books have one or two chapters on GLBT Religion and Spirituality, and may also contain discussions of other issues as well.

Generally, used books are not included.
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Book Lists

Christian Traditions

General Surveys


As We Are by Don Clark. Lethe Press, 2017.


The Cross In The Closet: Jesus Christ's "Pathway of Compassion" Proclaims Liberation and Inclusiveness to LGBTQ Youth, Young Adults, & Families by Keith L. Marsden. CreateSpace, 2016.


The Cure: My Parents Thought They Were Doing the Right Thing by Sending Me Away to Fix Me-They Were Wrong by Alex Cooper. HarperOne, 2016.

A Curious and Peculiar People: A history of the GLBTQ Community and the Metropolitan Community Church by David Grant Kohl. 2nd ed. CreateSpace, 2016.


How To Be Gay and Happy - A Psychotherapist Explains: Live the Life You Were Born to Live and Feel Good About Yourself by Peter Field. CreateSpace, 2016.


King James and the History of Homosexuality by Michael Young. Fonthill Media, 2016.


Space at the Table: Conversations between an Evangelical Theologian and His Gay Son by Brad Harper and Drew Harper. Zeal Books, 2016.


This Is My Body: Hearing the Theology of Transgender Christians by Christina Beardsley. Darton Longman and Todd, 2016.


Un/familiar Theology: Reconceiving Sex, Reproduction and Generativity (Rethinking Theologies: Constructing Alternatives in History and Doctrine) by Susannah Cornwall. Bloomsbury T&T Clark, 2017.


**Roman Catholic Traditions**


Homosexuality and the Catholic Church by Brandon Edge. CreateSpace, 2016.


**Personal Narratives**


**Protestant Traditions**


Mennonites and "Homosexuality": The Struggle to Become a Welcoming Church by Ted Grimsrud. CreateSpace, 2016.

Personal Narratives


Don't let it Show by Randy Scott Boucher. CreateSpace, 2016.


From Bastard to Believer by Conan Dunham. CreateSpace, 2016.

God Told Me to Hate You!: An Evangelical Minister's Journey Out of the Clerical Closet by Tom Muzzio. CreateSpace, 2016.


Bible Interpretation


Transgender, Intersex and Biblical Interpretation (Semeia Studies) by Teresa Hornsby and Deryn Guest. SBL Press, 2016.


Devotional Literature


Pastoral Care & Counseling


Jewish Traditions


Queer Jewish Notions by Amy Soule. iUniverse, 2016.

Personal Narratives

Crossing the Great Divide by Fiona De Kock. CreateSpace, 2017.


Mormon Traditions


Muslim Traditions


**Eastern Religious Traditions**
(Includes Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, Sikhism, Taoism, Shinto, Confucianism)


**Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys**


Queer Paganism (Full Color): A spirituality that embraces all identities by J. J. Green. CreateSpace, 2016.

**Personal Narratives**


**Ceremonies & Rituals**

**Marriage**


Historical Scholarship

The Enemy of the New Man: Homosexuality in Fascist Italy (George L. Mosse Series in Modern European Cultural and Intellectual History) by Lorenzo Benadusi. University of Wisconsin Press, 2017.


**DVD 2016 – present**

Descriptions are those that are freely available to the general public, as provided by studios, producers, reviewers, or distributors. DVDs are not listed in the Title Index, which lists book titles only.

**Act of Love.** DVD release date: January 10 2017. 86 minutes. Studio: Virgil Films and Entertainment. Documentary. Directed by Scott Sheppard. Actors: Frank Schaefer (Self), Tim Schaefer (Self), Brigitte Schaefer (Self), Jimmy Creech (Self), Beth Stroud (Self). Rev. Frank Schaefer never set out to be an activist, but after officiating the same-sex wedding of his son, the United Methodist Church put him on trial, igniting a media firestorm. Schaefer's act of parental love for his gay son thrust him to the forefront of a decades-long movement for LGBTQ equality in the nation's second largest protestant denomination. This gripping documentary plays out like a courtroom drama, chronicling the Schaefer family's struggle and the divide in a mainstream church facing cultural shifts.

**Enough Room at the Table.** (2016?) (DVD) 100 minutes. Watchfire Films. Documentary. Directed by Daneen Akers and Stephen Eyer. This is a dialogue film set at the intersection of faith, gender, and sexuality. It's meant to model the sacred space that opens up when we gather to genuinely listen to each other and participate in each other's lives. Our differences in beliefs, theological paradigms, and practice don't disappear; but we stop seeing each other as position statements or labels and instead see each other as fellow beloved children of God. We start looking like the sort of people who are known by their love. This film shows a weekend dialogue as 12 Adventists from around the United States gathered to engage and converse about topics often not discussed (or often discussed without key voices at the table). The group includes pastors, educators, parents, and LGBT+ Adventists, all from differing theological paradigms, experiences, and perspectives. The participants didn't know each other before this weekend, but they were committed to open, authentic, and respectful dialogue.

**The Falls trilogy**

**The Falls: Covenant of Grace.** DVD release date: December 6 2016. 106 minutes. Studio: Breaking Glass Pictures. Directed by Jon Garcia. Actors: Nick Ferrucci, Benjamin Farmer. Seven years after falling in love on their Mormon Mission, Chris and RJ separate and try to forget each other. The two meet for closure, but feelings resurface and leave them contemplating a future together, knowing the price they'll pay.

years after coming out to their families and their church as gay men, where the factors that led to their separation are revealed as they mourn the death of their mutual friend Rodney.

**The Falls.** DVD release date: December 11 2012. 89 minutes. Studio: Breaking Glass Pictures, QC Cinema. Directed by Jon Garcia. Actors: Nick Ferrucci, Benjamin Farmer, Brian Allard. RJ and Chris are two teenage boys raised in Mormon communities. Though both are poster boys for their church with perfect academic records and pretty girlfriends, buried feelings soon rise to the surface when they are assigned to serve a mission together as part of their rite of passage. Now, they will have to make sense of the conflict between their desires and the rules that govern the only world they know.

**A Sinner in Mecca.** DVD release date: July 5 2016. 79 minutes. Studio: Alive Mind. Documentary. Directed by Parvez Sharma. Subtitle: The Saudi Arabia they don’t want you to see. For a gay filmmaker, filming in Saudi Arabia presents two serious challenges: filming is forbidden in the country and homosexuality is punishable by death. For filmmaker Parvez Sharma, however, these were risks he had to assume as he embarked on his Hajj pilgrimage, a journey considered the greatest accomplishment and aspiration within Islam, his religion.

**Southern Baptist Sissies.** DVD release date: November 11 2014 / Blu-ray release date: June 23 2016. 138 minutes. Studio: Breaking Glass Pictures. Drama. Directed by Del Shores. Actors: Emerson Collins, Leslie Jordan, William Belli, and Dale Dickey. This is a film of the theatrical experience of writer/director Del Shores’ GLAAD Award-winning play about four gay boys growing up in the Southern Baptist church. It exposes the conflict between the abrasive rhetoric of dogmatic religion and the fragile development of adolescent homosexuality while challenging hypocrisy, uncovering damage and giving hope. The intimate experience of theatre on the film screen reveals the complicated emotions from all sides: the confused child, the struggling adolescent and the angry and flawed adult.

**Title Index**

2Brides 2Be: A Same-Sex Guide for the Modern Bride by Laura Leigh Abby. **Ceremonies & Rituals:**

Marriage

119: My Life as a Bisexual Christian by Jaime Sommers. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Ad Majorem: A Gay Man’s Spiritual Testament by Tom Beattie. **Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives**

Amazing Love: Theology for Understanding Discipleship, Sexuality and Mission by Andrew Davison. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Anti-Gender Campaigns in Europe: Mobilizing against Equality by Roman Kuhar and David Paternotte. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

As We Are by Don Clark. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**
Awakening Together: The Spiritual Practice of Inclusivity and Community by Larry Yang. **Eastern Religious Traditions**

Being Christian is Gay by Jacob Geers. **Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives**

Bi: A Bisexual Man's Transformational Journey from Agony to Ecstasy by Lawrence J. W. Cooper. **Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives**

The Bible and the Transgender Experience: How Scripture Supports Gender Variance by Linda Herzer. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

The Bible Doesn't Say That: 40 Biblical Mistranslations, Misconceptions, and Other Misunderstandings by Joel M. Hoffman. **Bible Interpretation**

The Black Penguin (Living Out: Gay and Lesbian Autobiography) by Andrew Evans. **Mormon Traditions**


Bridging Word and World: Seeking Jewish Wisdom for Perplexing Modern Issues by Sheldon Lewis. **Jewish Traditions**

Building a Bridge: How the Catholic Church and the LGBT Community Can Enter into a Relationship of Respect, Compassion, and Sensitivity by James Martin. **Roman Catholic Traditions**


Christianity and Controversies Over Homosexuality in Contemporary Africa (Religion in Modern Africa) by Adriaan Van Klinken and others, eds. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Confessions of a Transvestite Buddhist: A Quest for Manhood by Upasaka Devamitra. **Eastern Religious Traditions**

Contemporary Theological Approaches to Sexuality by Lisa Isherwood and Dirk von der Horst (eds.). **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**

Contending for the Faith by K. A. Ferguson. **Bible Interpretation**

Conversations with "St." Paul the Homophobic Preacher: Being Gay is not a "sin"--Our Sexuality is Part of Our Divinity by Jim Stacey. **Christian Traditions: General Surveys**
Creating Safe Environments for LGBT Students: A Catholic Schools Perspective. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions

The Cross In The Closet: Jesus Christ's "Pathway of Compassion" Proclaims Liberation and Inclusiveness to LGBTQ Youth, Young Adults, & Families by Keith L. Marsden. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Crossing the Great Divide by Fiona De Kock. Jewish Traditions: Personal Narratives

The Cure: My Parents Thought They Were Doing the Right Thing by Sending Me Away to Fix Me-They Were Wrong by Alex Cooper. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

A Curious and Peculiar People: A history of the GLBTQ Community and the Metropolitan Community Church by David Grant Kohl. 2nd ed. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Discovering Alfie: How a heterosexually married gay man dealt with family, faith and society by Alfonso Fernandez-Galan. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Divine Rite of Kings by Clyde R. Forsberg. Mormon Traditions

Don’t let it Show by Randy Scott Boucher. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

Embracing Love: My Journey to Hugging a Man in His Underwear by Nathan Albert. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

The Enemy of the New Man: Homosexuality in Fascist Italy (George L. Mosse Series in Modern European Cultural and Intellectual History) by Lorenzo Benadusi. Historical Scholarship


Exploring Moral Injury in Sacred Texts (Studies in Religion and Theology) by Joseph McDonald, ed. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

A Father, A Son & the Episcopal Church: A Soul Cracked Open by William C. Gridley. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions

The First Amendment and LGBT Equality: A Contentious History by Carlos A. Ball. Historical Scholarship
"For I Am Wonderfully Made": Texts on Eastern Orthodoxy and LGBT Inclusion by Misha Cherniak.

Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Christian Traditions: General Surveys

From Bastard to Believer by Conan Dunham. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

The Future of Our Faith: An Intergenerational Conversation on Critical Issues Facing the Church by Ronald J. Sider and Ben Lowe. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions

Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Mormon Traditions

Gay, Kinky Mormon by Jacob Jenson. Mormon Traditions


Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Gender and Sexuality in Islam (Critical Concepts in Islamic Studies) by Omnia El Shakry, ed. Muslim Traditions


Gender and Sexuality in Islam (Critical Concepts in Islamic Studies) by Omnia El Shakry, ed. Muslim Traditions


Ghostly Desires: Queer Sexuality and Vernacular Buddhism in Contemporary Thai Cinema by Amika Fuhrmann. Eastern Religious Traditions

Giving a Voice to the Voiceless: A Qualitative Study of Reducing Marginalization of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Same-Sex Attracted Students at Christian Colleges and Universities by Christopher Yuan. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Go into the Streets! The Welcoming Church of Pope Francis by Thomas P. Rausch and Richard R. Gaillardetz. Devotional Literature

God Told Me to Hate You!: An Evangelical Minister's Journey Out of the Clerical Closet by Tom Muzzio. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

God’s Love for LGBTQI by Marie White. Christian Traditions: General Surveys
Handbook of Sexual Orientation and Gender Diversity in Counseling and Psychotherapy by Kurt A. DeBord, Ann R. Fischer, Kathleen J. Bieschke, and Ruperto M. Perez. Pastoral Care & Counseling

The Holy Apostles Sermons by Peter Carey. Devotional Literature

Homosexuality and the Catholic Church by Brandon Edge. Roman Catholic Traditions

Homosexuality in Africa: A disturbing love by Bart Luirink and Madeline Maurick. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

A House of Prayer for All People: Contesting Citizenship in a Queer Church by David K. Seitz. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

How To Be Gay and Happy - A Psychotherapist Explains: Live the Life You Were Born to Live and Feel Good About Yourself by Peter Field. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

I Desired You: An Intellectual Journal on Faith and Sexuality by Christopher Damian. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives

I DO, I DO: The Gay Man’s Astroguide to Love and Marriage by Lee Moorhead. Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys

I Love to Tell the Story: 100+ Stories of Justice, Inclusion, and Hope by Nancy Wilson. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

In Defense of All God's Children: The Life and Ministry of Bishop Christopher Senyonjo by Christopher Senyonjo. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Indecent Theologians: Marcella Althaus-Reid and the Next Generation of Postcolonial Activists by Nicolas Panotto. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Intersectionality in Intentional Communities: The Struggle for Inclusivity in Multicultural U.S. Protestant Congregations by Assata Zerai. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Islamic Law and Muslim Same-Sex Unions by Junaid Jahangir and Hussein Abdullatif. Muslim Traditions


J’Accuse": Catholic Church’s Continuing Persecution of Gays and Condemnation of Same-Sex Marriages by Janua Rasmus. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions

The Journey to Authenticity: 8 Secrets to Getting the Life You Desire by Mitchell L. Jones. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

Journeys in Grace and Truth: Revisiting Scripture and Sexuality by Jayne Ozanne. Bible Interpretation

Justice Calls: Sermons of Welcome and Affirmation by Phil Snider, ed. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

King James and the History of Homosexuality by Michael Young. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Let’s Talk About Sex and Muslim Love: Essays on Intimacy and Romantic Relationships in Islam by Umm Zakiyyah. Muslim Traditions

Letter to My Congregation by Ken Wilson. 2nd ed. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Liberating Sexuality: Justice between the Sheets by Miguel A. De La Torre. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

A Life in Trans Activism by A. Revathi and Nandini Murali. Eastern Religious Traditions

Live Through This: Surviving the Intersections of Sexuality, God, and Race by Clay Cane. Christian Traditions: General surveys


The Love of David and Jonathan: Ideology, Text, Reception (BibleWorld) by James E. Harding. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Love Remains: Prophetic Writings, 2014-2015 by Jeff Hood. Devotional Literature


Making Space for Queer-Identifying Religious Youth by Yvette Taylor. Christian Traditions: General Surveys
A Man Called Johnny Mac: Selected Writings of Bishop John McIntyre by Muriel Porter (ed.). Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Me by Skyara Reign. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives

Mennonites and "Homosexuality": The Struggle to Become a Welcoming Church by Ted Grimsrud. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions


Missed Opportunities: Rethinking Catholic Tradition by Gabriel Moran. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions


Mormon Grown Gay by Brandea J. Kelley. Mormon Traditions

My Egypt: Why I Left the Ex-Gay Movement by Benjamin David. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


No More Goodbyes: Circling the Wagons Around Our Gay Loved Ones by Carol Lynn Pearson. Mormon Traditions

The Other Catholics: Remaking America's Largest Religion by Julie Byrne. Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions

Our Threefold Cord: Prayers for LGBT Couples: A Prayer Journal for LGBT Couples by C. R. Bailey. Devotional Literature

Our Witness: The Unheard Stories of LGBT+ Christians by Brandon Robertson. Christian Traditions: General Surveys
**Out - A Courageous Woman’s Journey** by Lou Anne Smoot. *Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives*

**Out of the Ordinary: A Life of Gender and Spiritual Transitions** by Michael Dillion and Lobzang Jivaka. *Christian Traditions: General Surveys*

**The Perplexity of a Muslim Woman: Over Inheritance, Marriage, and Homosexuality** by Olf Youssef and Lamia Benyoussef. *Muslim Traditions*

**Please Stop Treating Them like Lepers: A Challenge to the Church from a Parent of a Gay Child** by Gaius D. Jenkins, Sr. *Christian Traditions: General Surveys*

**Polarization in the US Catholic Church: Naming the Wounds, Beginning to Heal** by Mary Ellen Konieczny, Charles C. Camosy, and Tricia C. Bruce. *Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions*


**Pride & Joy: LGBTQ Artists, Icons and Everyday Heroes** by Kathleen Archambeau. *Christian Traditions: General Surveys*


**Public Religion and the Politics of Homosexuality in Africa** (Religion in Modern Africa) by Adriaan Van Klinken and others, eds. *Christian Traditions: General Surveys*

**The Queer: An Interaction with the Gospel of John** by Jeff Hood. *Devotional Literature*

**Queer and Catholic: A Life of Contradiction** by Mark Dowd. *Christian Traditions: Roman Catholic Traditions: Personal Narratives*

**Queer Jewish Notions** by Amy Soule. *Jewish Traditions*

**Queer Muslims in Europe: Sexuality, Religion and Migration in Belgium** by Wim Peumans. *Muslim Traditions*

**Queer Paganism (Full Color): A spirituality that embraces all identities** by J. J. Green. *Alternative Viewpoints & Journeys*

**Queer Virtue: What LGBTQ People Know About Life and Love and How It Can Revitalize Christianity** by Elizabeth M. Edman. *Christian Traditions: General Surveys*

**The Queering of an American Evangelical: The Sermons, Statements, and Prayers of a Southern Baptist Minister** by Jeff Hood. *Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions: Personal Narratives*

**Queering Richard Rolle: Mystical Theology and the Hermit in Fourteenth-Century England** (The New Middle Ages) by Christopher M. Roman. *Historical Scholarship*

Queerly Lutheran by Megan Rohrer. Christian Traditions: Protestant Traditions

Radical Dharma: Talking Race, Love, and Liberation by Kyodo Williams, Lama Rod Owens, and Jasmine Syedullah. Eastern Religious Traditions


Retreating Forward: A Spiritual Practice with Transgender Persons by David Elias Weekley. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Risking Grace, Loving Our Gay Family and Friends like Jesus by Dave Jackson. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Saving Alex: When I Was Fifteen I Told My Mormon Parents I Was Gay, and That's When My Nightmare Began by Alex Cooper and Joanna Brooks. Mormon Traditions

Sex in Islam: IndusWords Knowledge Series by Mukund Guru, ed. Muslim Traditions

Sexual and Gender Diversity in the Muslim World: History, Law and Vernacular Knowledge (Library of Islamic South Asia) by Vanja Hamzić. Muslim Traditions


Shouts in the Wilderness: Daily Meditations for Leatherfolk by Hardy Haberman. Devotional Literature

A Sinner in Mecca: A Gay Muslim’s Hajj of Defiance by Parvez Sharma. Muslim Traditions

Southern Perspectives on the Queer Movement: Committed to Home by Shelia R. Morris, Ed. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Space at the Table: Conversations between an Evangelical Theologian and His Gay Son by Brad Harper and Drew Harper. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Stand by Me: The Forgotten History of Gay Liberation by Jim Downs. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

The Straight Mind in Corinth: Queer Readings across 1 Corinthians 11:2-16 (Semeia Studies) by Gillian Townsley. Bible Interpretation

This Is My Body: Hearing the Theology of Transgender Christians by Christina Beardsley. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Too Many Christians are Ruining Our Churches by Levi Matthew. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Trajectories of Justice: What the Bible Says about Slaves, Women, and Homosexuality by Robert Karl Gnuse. Bible Interpretation

Transgender, Intersex and Biblical Interpretation (Semeia Studies) by Teresa Hornsby and Deryn Guest. Bible Interpretation


Two Views on Homosexuality, the Bible, and the Church (Counterpoints: Bible and Theology). Edited by Preston Sprinkle and Stanley N. Gundry. Bible Interpretation

UnClobber: Rethinking Our Misuse of the Bible on Homosexuality by Colby Martin. Bible Interpretation


Un/familiar Theology: Reconceiving Sex, Reproduction and Generativity (Rethinking Theologies: Constructing Alternatives in History and Doctrine) by Susannah Cornwall. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

Us versus Us: The Untold Story of Religion and the LGBT Community by Andrew Marin. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


Welcoming Community: Diversity That Works (Living Church) by Douglas Avilesbernal. Christian Traditions: General Surveys

When Brothers Dwell in Unity: Byzantine Christianity and Homosexuality by Stephen Morris. Historical Scholarship
When Gay Parents Divorce: A Practitioner’s Guide for Understanding and Working with Blended and Reconstructed LGBT Families by Colleen Logan. Pastoral Care & Counseling


Why Some People Are Born Gay by Ben Nickelsen. Christian Traditions: General Surveys


The Year of the Queer: Thoughts, Blogs, Letters and Sermons 2013-2014 by Jeff Hood. Devotional Literature